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SUMMARY Cloud gaming systems allow users to play games that re-
quire high-performance computational capability on their mobile devices
at any location. However, playing games through cloud gaming systems
increases the Round-Trip Time (RTT) due to increased network delay. To
simulate a local gaming experience for cloud users, we must minimize
RTTs, which include network delays. The speculative video transmission
pre-generates and encodes video frames corresponding to all possible user
inputs and sends them to the user before the user’s input. The speculative
video transmission mitigates the network, whereas a simple solution sig-
nificantly increases the video traffic. This paper proposes tile-wise delta
detection for traffic reduction of speculative video transmission. More
specifically, the proposed method determines a reference video frame from
the generated video frames and divides the reference video frame into mul-
tiple tiles. We calculate the similarity between each tile of the reference
video frame and other video frames based on a hash function. Based on
calculated similarity, we determine redundant tiles and do not transmit them
to reduce traffic volume in minimal processing time without implementing
a high compression ratio video compression technique. Evaluations using
commercial games showed that the proposed method reduced 40–50% in
traffic volume when the SSIM index was around 0.98 in certain genres,
compared with the speculative video transmission method. Furthermore, to
evaluate the feasibility of the proposed method, we investigated the effec-
tiveness of network delay reduction with existing computational capability
and the requirements in the future. As a result, we found that the proposed
schememaymitigate network delay by one to two frames, evenwith existing
computational capability under limited conditions.
key words: cloud gaming, low latency, speculative video transmission,
traffic reduction

1. Introduction

As networks become more sophisticated, there is a growing
interest in cloud gaming services [1]. A cloud gaming ser-
vice enables high-end games on low-end devices by running
games on a cloud server equipped with a GPU to replace
the graphics rendering process [2]. High-end games require
complex processing with dedicated GPU cards installed in
high-performance PCs or game consoles. Using cloud gam-
ing services, users can play high-end games from anywhere
with mobile terminals like smartphones.

Cloud gaming systems necessitate interactive operation
over the network. Typical video transmission for cloud gam-
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ing services is request-and-response. Specifically, a user de-
vice sends input to the cloud server, and the server sends back
video frames corresponding to the received input. This gen-
erated video frame is subsequently compressed using video
coding technology and transmitted to the user. The user
decodes the received video frame and displays the video
frame. However, a significant problem with the cloud gam-
ing system is an increase in the round-trip time (RTT). RTT
is the delay from sending the user’s input to displaying the
corresponding video frame on the user’s device. The cloud
gaming server must wait for the input to return the video
frames, increasing the network delay. The network delay is
the sum of the packet delivery time from the user’s device
to the server and vice-versa, and it is a part of the RTT.
Here, the packet delivery time represents the delay when the
first bit leaves the sender until the last is received. Any in-
crease in the RTT negatively impacts the quality of the user
experience, thus posing a major challenge in gameplay [3].

Many discussions have addressed the issue of RTT on
cloud gaming systems. The RTT has a significant effect
on the gaming experience [4]. It’s a crucial factor in some
games, and the demands can change based on the target
game’s features [5]. Beyond reducing propagation delay, sev-
eral aspects, like reducing transmission delay through video
quality optimization, application optimization, and more,
have been explored to cut down on system-wide latency.
Table 1 lists major research topics related to cloud gaming
response time and traffic issues. Certain studies have used
platform techniques, like mobile edge computing, to shrink
response time [6]. Numerous studies focused on platform
optimization, which includes dynamically adjusting video
quality [7], optimizing cloud resources [8], [9], and creating
cloud-native games [10], [11]. However, simply reducing
latency does not provide an experience identical to playing
a game locally. We need to eliminate any network delays
to make the user’s experience match that of playing a game
locally.

Some studies suggest speculative video transmission
methods to minimize the RTT. Speculative video transmis-
sion is an approachwhere video data is transmitted efficiently
by utilizing input predictions. This approach predicts the
next potential input based on the user’s past inputs or gen-
eral input patterns and accordingly pre-renders and transmits
the frames. For example, in [12], the cloud server creates
in advance and encodes video frames corresponding to all
potential user inputs within one frame, then sends them all
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Table 1 Major research topics on response time and traffic challenges in cloud gaming.

to the user. The speculative video transmission aims to mit-
igate the network delay. In other words, we aim for the
perceived network delay to be zero. The perceived network
delay is essentially how a user experiences the network de-
lay. By transmitting video frames speculatively, the proposed
scheme makes the user perceive the network delay as zero,
even if there’s an inherent delay.

A key issue in realizing speculative video transmission
is significant video traffic when the number of the user’s
potential inputs in each frame is large. For example, when
the network delay is d [s] and the frame rate is f [fps], the
server lists the potential inputs in future n = dd · f e frames.
The server then renders the video frames according to the
potential inputs and transmits the video frames to the user.
Since the video frames corresponding to the listed potential
inputs are buffered on the user’s device before his/her in-
put, the network delay can be regarded as zero. The server
then renders the video frames according to the listed po-
tential inputs and transmits the video frames to the user.
Current request-and-response transmissions commonly use
differential coding methods such as H.264/Advanced Video
Coding (AVC) [13] and H.265/High Efficiency Video Cod-
ing (HEVC) [14]. However, each speculative video frame
contains the effects of prediction errors and uncertainty in
prediction data. It is desirable to mitigate the impact of accu-
mulated prediction errors and the uncertainty of prediction
data by processing each frame independently. Therefore,
in speculative video transmission, intra-coding, a coding
method that processes each frame independently, is a more
appropriate approach than the existing differential coding
methods. If one simply uses intra-coding alone, it would be
challenging to achieve sufficient compression rates to coun-
teract the increase in traffic volume caused by speculative
processing. The proposed method aims to reduce traffic
volume by focusing on the similarities between speculative
frames at the same time slot, utilizing intra-coding as a base.

As a method focusing on the similarities between spec-
ulative frames within the same time slot, this paper proposes
a tile-wise delta detection approach. In this approach, the
cloud server generates the video frames based on the user’s
potential input and selects one video frame as the reference
frame. It then partitions these generated video frames into
multiple tiles. Instead of encoding and transmitting all tiles
uniformly, the system sends only those that have notable
differences from the tiles of the reference frame. Further-
more, this tile-wise delta detection approach utilizes a hash
function to estimate the similarity between the tiles of the
reference frame and the generated videos. This approach
achieves a low computational cost while maintaining certain
similarity estimation accuracy.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method,
we adopted several commercial games, including first-
person, third-person, and omniscient games, for comparison.
From the evaluations, the proposedmethod reduces the video
traffic for speculative video transmission irrespective of the
game genre. Depending on the game genres, we achieve
high reductions especially. In addition, we discuss the feasi-
bility of the proposed method considering the computational
capability of the cloud server.

The contributions of this study are as follows:

1. We design tile-wise delta detection for cloud gaming
services to simultaneously achieve network delay miti-
gation and traffic reduction while keeping video quality.

2. We adopt a hash-based similarity calculation to esti-
mate the similarity between the tiles with a low compu-
tational cost.

3. We develop a speculative video transmission system to
empirically evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of
the proposed method.

4. We use three genres of commercial games for evalu-
ations, i.e., first-person, third-person, and omniscient
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games, to further discuss the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method in practical game videos.

5. We simulated the computational capability required to
implement the proposed method and discussed the fea-
sibility.

2. Proposed Method

2.1 Overview

Figure 1 shows an overview architecture of the proposed
method. The cloud gaming server generates all potential
input patterns for the user according to the number of spec-
ulative frames and input patterns per frame. The system
renders the video frames according to the potential input
patterns and the current game state. It divides each rendered
video frame intomultiple tiles and selects one video frame as
the reference to calculate the similarity between other video

frames using a hash function. It calculates the similarity for
each tile. Based on the similarity, the tiles with high simi-
larity are not encoded and transmitted to the user. The user
uses the same tiles in the reference video frame, whereas
the tiles with low similarity are encoded and transmitted to
the user. Each user decodes the video frame corresponding
to the actual input and displays it on the screen. The cloud
gaming server begins the transmission of the video frames,
considering the network delay. The network delay appears
to be zero from the user’s perspective. In addition, each user
sequentially sends his/her input to the cloud gaming server
to update the current game state.

Figure 2 shows the data flow between the cloud gaming
server and the user’s device. We consider the number of
speculative frames n to be two based on the network delay
and the frame rate. At the time instance t0, the user’s device
sends an input to the cloud gaming server. The cloud gaming
server has already received the input for t−1 from the user’s
device and updates the game state based on the received

Fig. 1 Proposed cloud gaming system architecture.

Fig. 2 Data flow between server and client.
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input. Let A be the number of the potential input patterns in
each frame. In this case, the cloud gaming server generates
A2 potential input patterns and prepares multiple game states
for t1 by speculatively updating the game state for each input.
It then renders video frames of the game states for t1 and
sends the video frames to the user’s device, followed by
the proposed tile-wise delta detection. The user’s device
displays the video frames with a negligible RTT based on
the user’s true input at t1. The above operations are repeated
in every frame.

2.2 Tile-Wise Delta Detection

Figure 3 shows the overview of the proposed tile-wise delta
detection. The cloud gaming server with speculative video
transmission generates video frames for user potential input
patterns. The speculative video transmission canmitigate the
network delay by pre-sending the generated video frames to
the user, whereas it will cause large video traffic. In the
proposed method, we detect redundant frames with respect
to the reference frame. It then calculates the similarity be-
tween the reference video frame and the other tiles. For the
similarity calculation, the cloud gaming server partitions the
reference video and other video frames into M vertical tiles
and N horizontal tiles. Figure 3 presents an example for
the case where M = 4 and N = 4. We identify redundant
tiles relative to the reference frame to reduce the video traffic
generated by video frames.

Our proposed method employs perceptual hash
(pHash) [15] to calculate the similarity based onDiscrete Co-
sine Transform (DCT) between tiles. The pHash is a widely

utilized image similarity estimation algorithm. It prioritizes
extracting the features in the low-frequency components eas-
ily perceived by humans, thereby enabling the extraction of
perceptible differences. Despite requiring longer computa-
tional time compared to average hash (aHash) and difference
hash (dHash), pHash demonstrates robustness against image
reduction and blur [16]. Considering that certain games may
generate high-quality images or motion blur, we argue that
pHash is our method’s most appropriate image similarity es-
timation algorithm. The procedure to compute the pHash
value for each tile is as follows.
1. Converts a video frame to a grayscale image with the

same luminance as the original color image.
2. Resize the grayscale image to 32 × 32 [pixels].
3. Perform a discrete cosine transform (DCT) for the re-

sized tiles and extract the DCT coefficients over an
8 × 8 [pixels] region. It selects 64 low-frequency DCT
coefficients.

4. Obtain the median of the extracted DCT coefficients
and convert them to binary based on the average value.
Finally, we obtain a 64-bit hash value.

The system then uses the pHash values corresponding to each
tile in the reference video frame and the hash values of tiles in
other video frames to determine similar and dissimilar tiles
according to Hamming distance. The maximum possible
Hamming distance is 64.

2.3 Number of Speculative Frames Relative to Computa-
tional Capability

The speculative video transmission can mitigate the network

Fig. 3 Overview of the proposed tile-wise delta detection.
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delay from the user’s perspective by sending the video frames
of possible user’s future input patterns. In the proposed
scheme, the cloud gaming server lists the user’s potential
inputs in future frames and renders the video frames. The
cloud gaming server generates the video frame and performs
tile-wise delta detection on a frame-by-frame basis. Accord-
ingly, the latency requirement depends on the frame rate of
cloud gaming services. We consider the frame rate of 60 fps;
thus, the requirement is 16.6 ms.

Let CS [Hz] be the total operating frequency of the
central processing unit (CPU) in the cloud gaming server,
PS [cycles] be the total number of cycles of speculative
game execution processes, and f [fps] be the frame rate.
Here, A denotes the number of the potential input patterns in
each frame. In this case, the possible number of speculative
frames n̂ [frames] that can be speculatively processed is
subject to the following restrictions:

n̂ =
⌊
logA

(
CS

f · PS

)⌋
(1)

Let PG be the number of game execution process cycles per
frame, PS can be determined as follows:

PS = PG · An̂ (2)

Therefore, n̂ relative to the total operating frequency of the
CPU is as follows:

n̂ =
⌊
1
2

logA

(
CS

f · PG

)⌋
(3)

Here, d [s] and tp [s] denote the network delay and the
perceived network delay. When the server lists the potential
inputs for future n̂ [frames] within each frame, the perceived
network delay tp is as follows:

tp =

{
0 if

(
n̂
f ≥ d

)
,

d − n̂
f else

(4)

The proposed method reduces the perceived network delay
by rendering a large number of future input patterns frame-
by-frame. However, as defined in Eq. (3), significant com-
putation power is required to mitigate the perceived network
delay as the value of n̂ increases.

3. Rate-Distortion Optimized Speculative Frame Cod-
ing

In this section, we introduce the notion of transition probabil-
ity P(Fk) to each frame at time t. Fk denotes the k-th frame
in the group of frames (Ft ) to be speculatively processed at
time t. The frames the user requests are independent and
therefore

∑
k P(Fk) = 1. The transition probabilities to each

frame are assumed to be obtainable in advance. We can
determine transition probabilities using time series analysis
of user operation logs or machine learning-based analysis.
This idea draws influence from the discussion in [17] on
improving input prediction based on the assumption that the

input continues seamlessly from the immediately preceding
input. Note that, depending on the game genre and the input
method of the operations, determining the exact transition
probabilities might not always be practical. However, this
limitation does not restrict the generality of our approach,
as individuals can modify the probabilistic model without
affecting the proposed system.

When the input pattern per frame A is speculatively
processed for n̂ frames, Ft is shown as follow:

Ft = {Fk |k ≤ An̂} (5)

Here, we assume that the server has determined the transi-
tion probabilities P(Fk |Ft ) for all possible transition frames.
Allocating more bits to frames more likely to be displayed
by the user improves the user experience.

The rate allocation algorithm is implemented to min-
imize the distortion expected at the decoder, according to
the transition probability P(Fk |Ft ). Assuming r(k) bits are
assigned to k-th frames, the distortion is shown as follows:

D =
An̂∑
k=1

D(r(k))P(Fk |F ) (6)

In the proposed method, the difference from the refer-
ence frame is determined for each tile ofM×N and transmits
only those with a difference. τ represents the hash thresh-
old, r(i, j, k) indicates the bitrate of (i, j)-th tile in k-th frame,
and x(i, j, k) is a binary variable that determines whether the
tile is transmitted or not. Specifically, the proposed scheme
assigns x(i, j, k) = 0 when the Hamming distance of the
tile between the reference video frame and another video
frame is below the hash threshold τ and vice-versa. It means
that setting a lower hash threshold increases the number of
transmission tiles. In this case, the distortion is defined as:

D =
An̂∑
k=1

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

D(r(i, j, k))P(Fk |F )x(i, j, k)

s.t .
M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

An̂∑
k=1

r(i, j, k)x(i, j, k) ≤ Rlimit

s.t . x(i, j, k) =
{

1 (if send)
0 (else)

(7)

Here, r(i, j, k)x(i, j, k) denotes the rate distribution limited
by the given rate Rlimit , D(r(i, j, k)) denotes the distortion
for each tile encoded with r(i, j, k) bits. Since P(Fk |F ) does
not depend on r , the rate distribution optimisation problem
is solved with Lagrange multipliers λ > 0, the cost J is as
follow:

J = min
r,x

{ An̂∑
k=1

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

D(r(i, j, k))P(Fk |F )x(i, j, k)

+ λ | |rx| |1
} (8)

By solving the optimization problem, the proposed scheme
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can find the optimal hash threshold τ and bit assignment for
each tile r(i, j, k) to minimize the distortion under the given
rate Rlimit.

4. Evaluation

4.1 Traffic Reduction in Commercial Games

We measured the video traffic and the corresponding struc-
tural similarity (SSIM) index [18] of the speculative video
transmission with tile-wise delta detection. Table 2 presents
the environments of this evaluation. SSIM index is a bet-
ter objective metric for predicting the perceptual similarity
between original and processed video frames. Larger val-
ues of the SSIM index close to 1 indicate higher perceptual
similarity between these frames.

In this evaluation, we classify commercial games into
first-person, third-person, and omniscient. First-person
games are displayed from the viewpoint of the user-
controlled character. First-person shooting (FPS) is a typi-
cal first-person game. The video frame of an FPS game is
characterized by the display of the user interface (UI) and
weapons, such as guns and knives held by the characters at
certain coordinates. The objects contained within the view-
point change rapidly in response to the user’s inputs.

Third-person games are displayed from the rear view
of the user’s character. A typical third-person game is an
action game. The video frame of an action game has the
characteristic of displaying the user’s character at certain
coordinates. As in FPS games, the objects contained within
the viewpoint change rapidly in response to the user’s inputs.

Omniscient games are displayed so that the user over-
looks the controlling character. A typical omniscient game
is a fighting game. The video frame of a fighting game dis-
plays a fixed viewpoint such that the user’s character and
the entire field of play are contained. The user-controlled
character moves within a fixed viewpoint in response to the
user’s inputs.

We used the following commercial games for compari-
son: Valorant [19], Overwatch2 (OW2) [20], and Border-
lands3 [21] as first-person games; Genshin Impact [22],
Monster HunterWorld (MHW) [23], and ELDENRING [24]

Table 2 PC specs used for evaluation.

as third-person games; and Street Fighter V (SFV) [25],
Hearthstone [26], and Cuphead [27] as omniscient games.
To facilitate comparison, we replicated a game state for each
game and obtained video frames corresponding to various
inputs from that state. Specifically, we recorded 10 video
frame patterns for each game, from which one frame was
chosen randomly to serve as the reference frame. All frames,
also divided tiles, were processed without compression. Ac-
cordingly, in Eq. (8), P(Fk |F ) remains constant regardless
of the values of k, and D(r(i, j, k)) equals zero.

Table 3 shows each commercial game’s SSIM index and
traffic reduction ratio on the proposed system. In this evalua-
tion, the proposedmethod divided each video frame into 3×3
tiles, and the Hamming distance threshold is τ = 0, i.e., only
tiles with perfect matches are not transmitted. The SSIM in-
dex was measured with reference to the original video frame.
As a result, all omniscient games had a reduction efficiency
of 40–50%with an SSIM index of approximately 0.98. Since
the region in which the user input effect tends to be limited,
the tiles with zero Hamming distances are more likely to ap-
pear. Therefore, high reduction efficiency can be achieved.
On the other hand, some first-person and third-person games
had video quality degradation and low reduction ratio com-
pared to omniscient games. In first-person and third-person
games, the entire video frame may change owing to user
input. Therefore, the reduction efficiency is reduced when
the Hamming distance threshold is set to τ = 0. Optimiz-
ing the Hamming distance threshold and the number of tile
divisions may improve reduction efficiency while limiting
quality degradation.

Figures 4(a) through 4(f) show the snapshots of the
games. We select Valorant, Genshin Impact, and SFV as
the first-person, third-person, and omniscient games. Fig-
ures 4(a) through 4(c) show the original video frames and
Figs. 4(d) through 4(f) show the proposed video frame. Here,
we divided each uncompressed frame into 3× 3 tiles and set
τ=0 for the first-person, third-person, and omniscient games,
respectively. From the snapshots, the proposed method can
reduce video traffic irrespective of the game types. In addi-
tion, quality degradation due to the tile-wise delta detection
does not significantly impact the visual quality.

Finally, Figs. 5(a) through 5(c) show the reduction ra-
tio for the SSIM index of the first-person, third-person, and
omniscient games, respectively. In this evaluation, the pro-
posed method divided each video frame into 2 × 2 to 5 × 5
tile divisions and varied the Hamming distance threshold τ
from 0 to 64. As the value of τ increases, the number of
tiles regarded as similar also increases, leading to higher
video quality and larger SSIM indexes. Here, no tile divi-
sion means that the similarity calculation is performed on

Table 3 The SSIM index and traffic reduction ratio in each commercial game. The proposed method
divided each video frame into 3 × 3 tiles and set τ=0 for tile-wise delta detection.
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Fig. 4 Snapshots of the games. (a) and (d) show the first-person game’s video frames. (b) and (e)
shows the third-person game’s video frames. (c) and (f) shows the omniscient game’s video frames.

Fig. 5 Traffics relative to SSIM index. To evaluate traffic based on the SSIM index, we measured the
traffic and average SSIM index for each tiling by varying the Hamming distance threshold τ value from
0 to 64 for the original video frame.

the whole frame without tiling it.
We can see the following results:

• Raising the threshold τ value enhances the traffic re-
duction ratio across all games by classifying more tiles
as similar. Nevertheless, this also leads to a significant
decrease in the SSIM index.

• Figures 5(a) to (c) show that performing similarity esti-
mation on each tile after division performs better com-
pared to the scenario where similarity estimation is
performed without division. All games produced the
highest quality video, especially when split into 3 × 3
tiles.

• Figure 5(c) indicates that optimizing the number of tiles
increases the reduction ratios. For instance, with an
SSIM index of 0.9628, the reduction ratio registers
62.55% for 3 × 3 tile division and 36.14% for 4 × 4
tile division.

• Figure 5(c) shows that tile-wise delta detection works

well in omniscient games. In such games, the back-
ground tiles are static, irrespective of the user’s inputs,
and this can lead to a large reduction in traffic.

• Figure 5(a) indicates the potential effectiveness in other
genres, depending on each game’s characteristics. In
other words, the proposed method works well when the
game field has minimal transitions for each input, such
as when the background is monotonous.

Considering the rate-distortion optimization discussed
in Sect. 3, the results from Figs. 5(a) to 5(c) suggest that
regardless of the number of tile divisions, setting a smaller
τ increases the number of transmitted tiles, i.e., there is
a higher proportion of instances where x = 1. In such
cases, it becomes necessary to reduce the quality of each
tile through rate-distortion optimization, thereby decreasing
the value of r . Conversely, setting larger τ decreases the
number of transmitted tiles, i.e., there is a higher proportion
of instances where x = 0. The value of r can be increased
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Fig. 6 The perceived network delay as a function of network delays with
the different number of potential input patterns in each frame.

through rate-distortion optimization.

4.2 Feasibility

In this section, we carry out experiments to discuss the
perceived network delay under the different computation
resources and the number of potential input patterns in
each frame. Table 2 shows the experimental setup. Intel
Core i9-10850K has ten unlocked cores and hyper-threading,
and each core can turbo up to an operating frequency of
5.2×109 Hz. Here, we consider the average number of game
execution process cycles per frame PG to be 2.5×106 cycles
based on the measurement during running SFV.

Figure 6 shows the perceived network delay as a func-
tion of network delays with the different number of potential
input patterns in each frame. We assume the same computa-
tion capability as the Intel Core i9-10850K CPU used in our
implementation. From the evaluation results, the cloud gam-
ing server can decrease the number of video frames needed
to be rendered in a short network delay environment and a
limited number of potential inputs. In this case, the cloud
gaming server can complete the required operations in ev-
ery frame, and the perceived network delay becomes zero.
In a long network delay and a large number of the user’s
potential inputs, the cloud gaming server does not com-
plete the required operations within one frame, and thus,
the perceived network delay becomes longer. However, the
proposed scheme can reduce the perceived network delay
because the cloud gaming server sends the rendered video
frames once the required operations are finished. A lower
perceived network delay, i.e., RTT, also contributes to the
improvement of the cloud gaming experience.

Figure 7 shows the perceived network delay as a func-
tion of the total clock speed, where the network delay is
assumed to be 25 ms [28]. When the number of potential in-
put patterns is three, the proposed scheme can eliminate the
network delay using an off-the-shelf CPU, e.g., Intel Core
i9-10850K. On the other hand, the proposed scheme needs
100 and 10000 times the computational capabilities of the
current experimental setup to achieve zero perceived net-

Fig. 7 The perceived network delay as a function of the total clock speed,
where the network delay is assumed to be 25ms.

work delay when the number of potential input patterns in
each frame is 10 and 100, respectively.

5. Related Works

This research is related to studies on speculative video trans-
mission, network delay reduction in cloud gaming, and dif-
ferential coding.

5.1 Network Delay Reduction in Cloud Gaming

In cloud gaming systems, the network delay will be a critical
issue since a long network delay damages the user’s experi-
ence depending on the characteristics of the target game [29].
Some studies aim to reduce network delay to enhance user
experience quality in cloud gaming systems. We can clas-
sify the existing methods into individual delay reduction and
zero-delay solutions. For individual delay reduction, Suzuje-
vic [30] proposed an adaptive video codingmethod to reduce
transmission and processing delays. Specifically, the cloud
gaming server degrades game video frames and their frame
rate to reduce the video traffic and corresponding transmis-
sion delay. In [31], they aim to reduce propagation delay
by decreasing the distance between the cloud gaming server
and the user terminal. Specifically, each user connects to a
physically nearby cloud gaming server and exchanges pack-
ets, thus achieving an experienced quality closer to a local
gaming system. Zhang [6] utilized edge networks to reduce
network delay and bandwidth consumption. They form edge
networks to a data center for cloud gaming and perform com-
putationally demanding operations, such as video rendering,
on the edge networks. Other studies [10], [11] adjust the
game system to reduce the effect of a long network delay on
the quality of experience.

For zero-delay solutions, speculative video transmis-
sion has been designed in recent years. Outatime [32] is
proposed to eliminate the network delay in cloud gaming sys-
tems by utilizing speculative execution. Outatime transmits
speculatively generated multiple video frames as early as the
network delay of the server-user network. Each user outputs
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a game video frame from the received multiple video frames
by applying the appropriate image synthesis technique ac-
cording to the user’s input. In contrast, the user device
requires a high computation cost for running the sophisti-
cated image synthesis technique. CloudHide [12] is another
method for eliminating network delay in cloud gaming sys-
tems through speculative execution. CloudHide transmits
all speculatively generated video frames to the user in ad-
vance for network delay reduction, whereas it significantly
increases video traffic. In existing methods, while issues
related to video traffic are mentioned, specific solutions are
not provided.

Our study is one of the zero-delay solutions. We aim
to eliminate the network delay by transmitting all specula-
tively generated game video frames to the user in advance
while reducing traffic. To reduce video traffic without an ad-
ditional computation cost, we propose hash function-based
tile-wise delta detection. Specifically, it detects redundant
tiles between game video frames using a hash function, i.e.,
low computation cost, and skips encoding and transmission
of the redundant tiles for traffic reduction.

5.2 Differential Coding

Video coding techniques such as H.264/AVC and
H.265/HEVC are used to encode video frames in cloud gam-
ing. In H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC, traffic reduction is
achieved by encoding and transmitting the difference be-
tween the current frames and the previously encoded frame.
For cloud gaming, traffic reduction methods based on users’
perspectives have been proposed to prevent the degradation
of the user’s perceptual quality. Sabat [33] determines the
video quality of the game video frames based on gazing
points at objects in the game. Hegazy et al. [34] improve
the perceptual quality by maximizing the video quality of
the regions of interest within each video frame. Illahi [35]
proposed a foveated video encoding (FVE) to determine the
quality within each game video frame based on the user’s
gaze information. FVE can reduce traffic by encoding the
periphery of the field of view at a lower resolution by taking
advantage of the property that the resolution becomes lower
as one moves outward from the field of view.

Other than cloud gaming, there have been stud-
ies on traffic reduction in immersive video applications.
In [36], they proposed adaptive tile-based virtual real-
ity (VR) video transmission. The tile-based video trans-
mission schemes [37]–[40] divide the entire video frame
into multiple tiles. There are two advantages of tile-based
schemes. The first advantage is to realize video coding par-
allelization to decrease coding delay. For example, in [38],
they realize parallel video coding in H.265/HEVC consider-
ing adaptive tile patterns and decrease the coding delay by ap-
proximately 20–40%. The second advantage is fine-grained
quality control. Given that many areas in VR video are out-
side the user’s viewport, the video quality can be improved
by transmitting only the viewport. Another study in [41]
aims for a traffic reduction for multi-view video. Multi-view

video coding requires efficient encoding to transmit multiple
viewpoint videos over band-limited networks. For this pur-
pose, they utilize disparity prediction and compensation to
remove the inter-view redundancy between the viewpoints.

The proposed tile-wise delta detection is designed for
coding multiple game video frames at the same time instant.
The tile-wise delta detection is a similar way to the disparity
prediction, whereas the computational complexity of the tile-
wise delta detection is low because of a hash function-based
similarity prediction. Although the similarity prediction is a
simple way, the proposed method can yield traffic reduction
in commercial games from evaluation results.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a traffic reduction method for spec-
ulative video transmission in cloud gaming systems to miti-
gate the network delay. The concept of the proposed method
can be applied to all genres of commercial games. Evalu-
ations on Valorant, Genshin Impact, and SFV showed that
the proposed method reduced the traffic by approximately
35%, 24%, and 53%, respectively, without video compres-
sion techniques when the average SSIM index was approxi-
mately 0.98. In addition, we discussed the feasibility of the
proposed method based on the experimental environment.
The proposed speculative execution for two frames may be
possible when there are three input patterns in each frame.

In the future, we will extend the proposed scheme to
accommodate multiple users. In this case, the cloud gaming
server lists future inputs for each user and renders the video
frames for each user. A key issue is reducing the traffic
increment with an increase in the number of users. A poten-
tial solution is to employ a tile-wise delta detection for the
video frames across the users to remove redundant informa-
tion. How to efficiently remove the redundant information
to accommodate multiple users is left as the future work.
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